
Making more precise medical  
treatment possible

Transforming how surgeonsprepare for 

complex operations

T H E  C h a l l e n g e

When Axial3D wanted to expand into North America, they needed 

a partner who could produce their models with the same clinical

specifications, at high volumes, and in line with the speed required  

bytoday’s medical community.
 

Axial3D is a medical technology firm based in Northern Ireland 

workingto transform surgical planning through the use of patient-

specific 3Danatomical models. Surgeons and medical professionals 

send patientfiles — like CT scans and MRIs — to Axial3D, who use 

their cloud-hostedsoftware, driven by state-of-the-art algorithms,  

to convert the scannedimages into a ready-for-print file in under  

one hour.



The 3D file is printed and delivered to the surgeons, who then use the

model to prepare cardiovascular, orthopaedic, trauma, neurological,

and other invasive surgeries. This approach to surgical planning leads

to shorter pre-operative cycles, more efficient surgeries, and faster

recovery times for patients.



Axial3D identified Fast Radius as the perfect innovation partner

because of their technology-agnostic approach to manufacturing  

andability to quickly reach customers across the United States.


Axial3D needed to finda 
partner to produce its
surgical models, at scale,
with the speed requiredby 
surgeons. Fast Radius
made repeatable, precise
production possible with
additive manufacturingto 
deliver models withinjust 
72 hours.
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M A K I N G  I T  P O S S I B L E

Faster, more precise  
surgicalplanning

Precision accuracy 

The models Axial3D makes need to meet strictrequirements; any breaks, crevices, cavities,and 
other minute details must be accurate tothe micro-millimeter, providing doctors withotherwise 
unavailable patient insights. Ratherthan relying on 2D imaging to work out thespatial distance 
between key areas of anatomy,surgeons find it faster and more reliable torequest a 3D model 
created from their patientscans. Fast Radius’s array of printer technologiesmeets Axial3D’s 
ultimate requirements, ensuringhyper-accuracy and a full spectrum of coloroptions to bring 
unprecedented detail to surgicalplanning.

The right technology 

Extensive additive manufacturing capabilities — from  to 

 and  — meant Axial3Dcould come to Fast Radius to find 

the best solutionfor its customers’ wide spectrum of needs. Whensupplying models across a 

number of healthcaredisciplines, it’s not just accuracy that matters;form factor, material, and 

finishing options arecritical to a successful model. Fast Radius hasthe ability to print the pliable 

hearts preferred bycardiovascular surgeons, colorful knees used byorthopedic surgeons, and 

translucent kidneyscritical to preoperative renal surgery planning.

Carbon Digital Light Synthesis (DLS)

HP MultiJetFusion (MJF) Formlabs SLA

Powerful insights 

Fifty percent of surgeons who use Axial3D’smodels claim to have changed their plans for

surgery as a result. Where 2D scans fail to catchsubtleties like hidden crevices and small 

growths, Axial3D’s models printed by Fast Radius bringthem to life, empowering surgeons with 

greaterconfidence when planning complex surgeries.In the  — a newborn 

baby with adouble outlet right ventricle (DORV) and ventricularseptal defect (VSD) — the 

surgeon found it almostimpossible to identify the scale of the problemusing 2D images alone; 

they couldn’t capture theangles and precise location of the VSD. But withone of Axial3D’s 

models on his desk two days later,he identified a second VSD and defined a plan tocorrect  

the two VSDs with one surgery, removingthe need for a secondary procedure entirely.

case of one patient

https://www.fastradius.com/capabilities/additive-manufacturing/carbon-dls/
https://www.fastradius.com/capabilities/additive-manufacturing/hp-mjf/
https://www.fastradius.com/capabilities/additive-manufacturing/sla/
https://www.axial3d.com/case-studies/uncovering-hidden-insights-for-pre-operative-planning/
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M A K I N G  I T  P O S S I B L E

Flexible fulfillment 

Fast Radius can  injust 72 hours, enabling the speed required 

forpre-operative planning. Surgeons send their patientdata to Axial3D, who then 

populate the print file andsend directly to Fast Radius for production. Filesare printed  

on-demand at Fast Radius’s factoryin Chicago, and shipped in under three days to

surgeons through a . Together, Fast Radius and Axial3D 

will printanatomical models to support the planning forhundreds of complex surgeries 

each month.

print and fulfill model orders

fulfillment partnership withUPS

T H E  R E S U L T S

Fast Radius and Axial3d are making
the surgical decision-makingprocess 
faster and more precise

50%
of surgeons

change their pre-operative

plans when using

an  Axial3d model

62 minutes
saved

ON AVERAGE PERCASE WHEN

A 3D MODELIS USED IN 

PLANNING FORA PROCEDURE

16%
reduction

IN RECOVERYTIMES WHEN A 
PATIENTSPECIFICMODEL IS 

USEDIN TREATMENT

The partnershipbetween FastRadius andAxial3D comesat a critical timefor healthcare

institutions.We are nowable to supportsurgeons andhospitals inthe US who are

desperatelytrying to minimizethe impact ofCOVID-19 ontheir business asthey 

endeavor torapidly addressthe electivesurgery backlog.

Roger Johnston
CEO

https://www.fastradius.com/supply-chain-innovation/
https://www.fastradius.com/parts-production/

